
MINUTES FOR 25/04/19

Present:

Mela (President), Win (E+D rep), Jake (Social rep), Matt (Tutor rep), Liam (Marketing), Jodie (New president),

Sam (New vice-president)

Apologies for absence:

Luke (T+L), Ciara (Charities), Jamie (E+D deputy), Harvey (Enviro rep), Charlotte (Vice-president)

• SLT feedback:

◦ Mentioned feedback that the council  delivered during the last  tutor rep meeting; will  deliver

actual responses received by students to next SLT meeting when it has been processed. Rick to

meet with Matt to discuss tutor rep data tomorrow, after which it will be passed on to council and

then SLT

◦ Raised a couple of issues with SLT that were first raised in council: namely whether the Sports Hall

can be opened during lunch periods and whether or not a mircowave is possible in college that

students can access. The Sports Hall will open again during lunch periods after exam season is

over; at the moment it is difficult to navigate due to exam desks.

◦ Microwave not currently possible as it is not part of the contract that we have with catering staff;

additionally if  students encounter any problems eating food reheated by staff  this could raise

problems for college. May take this in account in the future, however, if college ever gains access

to a common-room type space that would allow for such a set-up.

• Summarised Prism feedback for SLT too, informing them of the change over process, Ellie-Marie (who

has also applied to new student council) to receive guide and files on memory stick, etc. Prism minutes

from this meeting are accessible if anyone wants to read them in full.

• Possibility of vending machines came from tutor rep feedback – to be raised with SLT at next meeting

• Collection  for  the  homeless  shelter  are  still  ongoing:  currently  being  donated  straight  to  the

Chaplaincy; we have received a substantial amount of donations but are still looking for more

• Still to organise a day to go and visit the homeless shelter as a whole council: maybe after exams are

over, but before we officially break up. If we cannot get every student to go then we will try for as

many possible members as are free, as although Saturday seems the most likely day, a lot of people

on council also have jobs

• Jodie and Sam invited to next meeting to get further ideas about how they might want to run council

in the future. They will also be present at the next SLT meeting alongside Mela, to get them introduced

to the appropriate staff

• Next meeting 2nd May at 12:00pm in the Student Rep room.


